
SYLLABLE BASEBALL 

 
Purpose:  Students will recognize numbers of syllables in select words by running the same 

number of bases as there are syllables. 

 

Suggested Grade Level: K-2 

 

Language Arts SOL: Oral Language K.4, 1.4, 2.4  

 

Equipment/Materials Needed:  
1. 4 bases(anything to simulate bases) 

2. Multiple words with no more than 4 syllables (see attached words) 

 

Advanced Preparation: 

1. Set up bases to represent each base 

 

Directions: 

1. Have students line up at home plate 

2. Say or show the first student in line a word. 

3. Tell the student to repeat the word and sound the syllables. 

4. Explain to the student they are to run the same number of bases and stop. 

5. After the student has run the bases, tell the class to say the word together and clap out the 

syllables.  

6. Compare the claps to the number of bases the student ran, providing them with a thumbs up 

or down for their answer. 

7. Give the next person a new word. That student repeats the same process as the first student. 

8. The student that was on base also proceeds to run the number of syllables in that word until 

he or she reaches home plate. (If student 1 had a one syllable word and then student number 

2 had a two syllable word, student number 1 will be on 3
rd

 base and student number 2 will be 

on 1
st
 base.) 

 

Teaching Suggestions: 

1. If students are playing inside the classroom, have students come up one at a time and either 

walk, skip, or hop the bases. 

 

  

Modifications/Variations: 
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superstar catcher 

bat glove 

pitcher homerun 

foul batboy 

baseball hitter 



runner steal 

base baseline 

grass infield 

outfield outfielder 

infielder shortstop 



first second 

third home 

plate all-star 

game series 

champions trophy 

 


